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Slobodan Vuković, Koreni velikog rata i nacizma,  
Sremski Karlovci-Novi Sad: Izdavačka knjižarnica Zorana Stojanovića, 2022.

Reviewed by Bogdan Živković*

The centenary of the First World War was 
a rather important event in Serbia. The an-
niversary did not only attract the attention 
of the nation’s historians. Particularly due to 
the popularity of Christopher Clark’s (in)
famous The Sleepwalkers, the causes of the 
war also became a burning topic in public 
debates. Hence, in Serbia, the years 2014–
2018 were marked by a reaffirmation of the 
anti-revisionist discourse on the triggers 
and causes that led to the outbreak of the 
war. While the works of Fritz Fischer were 
quoted as the principal counterargument 
to Clark’s viewpoints, the interest in WWI 
also revived the Serbian historiographical 
contribution to the topic of the causes of the 
global conflict. Many were reminded of the 
works by authors like Andrej Mitrović, and 
the Institute for Balkan Studies published 
an English translation of Vladimir Ćorović’s 
seminal book on this topic – The Relations 
between Serbia and Austria-Hungary in the 
20th Century.

In 2022, the Serbian anti-revisionist 
school of thought became richer with the 
latest publication of sociologist Slobodan 
Vuković. Vuković’s study deals with the root 
causes of German expansionism in WWI 
and the genocidal policies during the era 
of Nazism, viewing the two as inextricable 
parts of the same historical process. What 
makes this book particularly interesting and 
relevant in the Serbian context is its meth-
odological approach. Namely, as the author 
is a sociologist, this book was written as 
historical sociology. It is a methodological 
approach that was lacking in Serbia, as the 
leading authors on the topic were historians, 
who mostly used the classic methodology 
of diplomatic history. In contrast to them, 
Vuković approaches the issue of German 

responsibility for the war by highlight-
ing various social phenomena. The author 
writes about class, intellectuals, universities, 
civil society, racism, anti-Semitism, colonial-
ism. Among various phenomena addressed, 
Vuković highlights two – the tradition of 
Prussian militarism and the rise of social 
Darwinism in Germany. In his opinion, 
these two ideas were embedded into the 
fabric of German nationalism, the pillars of 
the national unification, and ultimately led 
the German national ideology towards ex-
pansionism and genocide. And according to 
Vuković, the German intelligentsia was the 
crucial actor in articulating and disseminat-
ing such ideas.

The author analysed the topic by us-
ing an extensive list of publications. In fact, 
the most impressive feature of this study 
is its bibliography. At the end of the book, 
Vuković lists the monographs and articles 
he used on more than 50 pages. But the 
sheer quantity of its references is not the 
only quality of this scholarly endeavour. 
More importantly, the author used the most 
relevant works in English and German a 
far more modest group of seminal works in 
French and Serbian. Thus, the book gives 
not only the author’s viewpoints, which are 
clearly expressed, but also an overview of the 
most relevant international scholarly works 
on this topic and the author’s analyses of 
them.

To highlight the continuities that go 
beyond 1914, Vuković dedicates the first 
chapter of the book to the Herero and 
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Nama genocide perpetrated by the German 
colonial forces in Southwest Africa. This 
case study serves as an example of the Ger-
man Empire’s early genocidal policies, but 
Vuković also uses it to describe the racist 
views of the German elites which fuelled and 
legitimized the genocidal intents. Particular 
attention is dedicated to the activities of so-
cial Darwinist scholars, who legitimized the 
ideas of extermination of the Other and cre-
ated a “genocidal mentality”.

The second chapter of the book re-
turns to 19th-century Germany, describing 
the expansionist ideas present in the time 
of the German national unification. In the 
term Mitteleuropa, seemingly modest in its 
ambitions, Vuković sees the enormous ter-
ritorial appetites of the elites even in the 
initial era of German expansionism. The 
third and fourth chapters describe how, 
with the growth of the German state, those 
expansionist ideas gained more ground and 
became dominant. Besides highlighting the 
Lebensraum concept, in these two chapters, 
Vuković also emphasises racism as the main 
ideological fuel of the expansionist world-
view in Germany.

The fifth chapter has a more specific fo-
cus than the others, as it narrates the history 
of anti-Semitism in Germany. The author 
strives to prove two points: firstly, that the 
genocidal anti-Semitic ideology of Nazism 
was not an exception in German history, but 
a reflection of lasting national traditions. 
Secondly, Vuković argues that anti-Semi-
tism became an integral part of the German 
national idea, serving as the negation of the 
imagined essential values of the German 
identity. In Vuković’s view, the anti-Semi-
tism of Martin Luther was the initial point 
of that process, which gained momentum 
in the 1870s and eventually shaped Hitler’s 
policies, ending with the Holocaust.

Chapters six, seven and eight focus on 
the years prior to and shortly after 1914. In 
these chapters, the author tries to demon-
strate how and why Germany initiated the 
war and to what extent the national elites 

participated in that process. The eighth 
chapter discusses German expansionism 
towards South-eastern Europe. Finally, the 
last chapter deals with revisionist views in 
German and international historiography. 
From a strong antirevisionist position, the 
author thoroughly and critically analyses the 
works of scholars who sought to minimize 
German culpability for WWI and/or de-
contextualise Nazism as an isolated episode 
in German history.

Vuković’s book is a valuable addition 
to the vast body of Serbian anti-revisionist 
historiography which focuses on German 
imperialism in the twentieth century. It is 
important primarily as a methodological in-
novation. The impressive bibliography the 
author used for writing this book provides 
an opportunity for Serbian scholars to get 
acquainted with the most relevant publica-
tions on this topic. But, more broadly speak-
ing, this study demonstrates, once more, 
that the issue of responsibility for the global 
conflicts in the twentieth century remains 
an important topic in Serbia. Noteworthy 
publications, like this one, continue to be 
published and illuminate this topic from 
various viewpoints.
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